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Academic Publications 2017

(Extract from Cadmus on 21 February 2018: 451 publications)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>451</th>
<th>Robert Schuman Centre’s Academic Publications 2017 (total EUI 2017: 940)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Books</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>Contributions to Books</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>Articles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>Working Papers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>Research Project Reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Policy Briefs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Books

ALLEN, Franklin, CARLETTI, Elena, GRAY, Joanna, GULATI, Mitu (ed/s); *The changing geography of finance and regulation in Europe*; Florence : European University Institute; London : Brevan Howard Centre at Imperial College; Milan : Baffi Carefin, Bocconi University, 2017; Florence School of Banking & Finance (FBF);

ANNICCHINO, Pasquale (ed/s); *La Corte Roberts e la tutela della libertà religiosa negli Stati Uniti d’America*; Florence : European University Institute, 2017;

BAUBÖCK, Rainer, TRIPKOVIC, Milena (ed/s); *The integration of migrants and refugees : an EUI forum on migration, citizenship and demography*; Florence : European University Institute, Robert Schuman Centre for Advanced Studies, 2017;

BEUKERS, Thomas, DE WITTE, Bruno, KILPATRICK, Claire (ed/s); *Constitutional change through euro-crisis law*; Cambridge : Cambridge University Press, 2017;


BLUNDELL, Richard, CANTILLON, Estelle, CHIZZOLINI, Barbara, IVALDI, Marc, LEININGER, Wolfgang, MARIMON, Ramon, MATYAS, Laszlo, STEEN, Frode (ed/s); *Economics without borders : economic research for European policy challenges*; Cambridge : Cambridge University Press, 2017;

BOSI, Lorenzo, DE FAZIO, Gianluca (ed/s); *The troubles in Northern Ireland and theories of social movements*; Amsterdam : Amsterdam University Press, 2017, Protest and social movements; [COSMOS];

CARRERA, Sergio, GEDDES, Andrew, GUILD, Elspeth, STEFAN, Marco (ed/s); *Pathways towards legal migration into the EU : reappraising concepts, trajectories and policies*; Brussels : Centre for European Policy Studies (CEPS), 2017; [Migration Policy Centre];

CLOSA, Carlos (ed/s); *Secession from a member state and withdrawal from the European Union : troubled membership*; Cambridge : Cambridge University Press, 2017;

COLLOMBIER, Virginie, ROY, Olivier (ed/s); *Tribes and global Jihadism*; London : Hurst, 2017;

CREW, Michael, PARCU, Pier Luigi, BRENNAN, Timothy (ed/s); *The changing postal and delivery sector : towards a renaissance*; Cham : Springer, 2017;

DE FEO, Alfredo, LAFFAN, Brigid (ed/s); *Effectiveness and added value of the EU budget*; Florence : European University Institute, Robert Schuman Centre for Advanced Studies, 2017;

DE FEO, Alfredo, LAFFAN, Brigid (ed/s); *Scrutiny of EU policies : contributions to the workshop organised by the RSCAS February, 27 2017*; Florence : European University Institute, Robert Schuman Centre for Advanced Studies, 2017;
DE WITTE, Bruno, OTT, Andrea, VOS, Ellen (ed/s); Between flexibility and disintegration: the trajectory of differentiation in EU law; Cheltenham; Northampton: Edward Elgar, 2017;

DEL SARTO, Raffaella A., FAWCETT, Louise, OKYAY, Aslı Selin (ed/s); Contentious borders: the Middle East and North Africa post-2011; Special issue of International Affairs, 2017, Vol. 93, No. 4;

DEL SARTO, Raffaella A.; Israel under siege: the politics of insecurity and the rise of the Israeli neo-revisionist right; Washington: Georgetown University Press, 2017;

DELLA PORTA, Donatella (ed/s); Global diffusion of protest: riding the protest wave in the neoliberal crisis; Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2017, Protest and social movements;

DELLA PORTA, Donatella, ANDRETTA, Massimiliano, FERNANDES, Tiago, ROMANOS, Eduardo, O’CONNOR, Francis Patrick, VOGIATZOGLOU, Markos; Late neoliberalism and its discontents in the economic crisis: comparing social movements in the European periphery; Cham: Springer, 2017;

DELLA PORTA, Donatella, FERNÁNDEZ, Joseba, KOUKI, Hara, MOSCA, Lorenzo; Movement parties against austerity; Cambridge; Malden: Polity Press, 2017;

DELLA PORTA, Donatella, O’CONNOR, Francis Patrick, PORTOS GARCÍA, Martín, SUBIRATS RIBAS, Anna; Social movements and referendums from below: direct democracy in the neoliberal crisis; Bristol; Chicago: Policy Press, 2017; [COSMOS];

DI BARTOLOMEO, Anna, KALANTARYAN, Soná, SALAMONSKA, Justyna, FARGUES, Philippe (ed/s); Migrant integration between homeland and host society. Volume 2, How countries of origin impact migrant integration outcomes: an analysis; Cham: Springer, 2017, Global migration issues; 8; [Migration Policy Centre], [INTERACT];


ELBASANI, Arolda, ROY, Olivier (ed/s); Managing Islam and religious pluralism: governing Islam in plural societies; Special issue of Journal of Balkan and Near Eastern studies, 2017, Vol. 19, No. 1; [RELIGIOWEST];


FARGUES, Philippe, SHAH, Nasra M. (ed/s); Skillful survivals: irregular migration to the Gulf; Florence: European University Institute; Cambridge: Gulf Research Center, 2017; [Migration Policy Centre], GLMM;

GALARIOTIS, Ioannis, IFANTIS, Kostas (ed/s); The Syrian imbroglio: international and regional strategies; Florence: EUI RSCAS; EUI MWP, 2017; Global Governance Programme, Europe in the World;

GALLO, Ester; The fall of gods: memory, kinship and middle classes in South India; New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2017; [Global Governance Programme], [Cultural Pluralism];

GEORGOPOULOS, Aris, HOEKMAN, Bernard M., MAVROIDIS, Petros C. (ed/s); The internationalization of government procurement regulation; Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2017;

GRUNDMANN, Stefan, MONTI, Giorgio, PETIT, Christy Ann (ed/s); The European Banking Union in action; Special issue of European business organization law review, 2017, Vol. 18, No. 3;

HANCHER, Leigh, METAXAS, Antonis (ed/s); EU energy law and policy: a South European perspective: meeting the challenges of a low carbon economy; Deventer: Claeys & Casteels Publishing, 2017, EU energy studies; XII; [Florence School of Regulation];

HEUPEL, Monika, ZÜRN, Michael (ed/s); Protecting the individual from international authority: human rights in international organizations; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2017;


JEBRIL, Nael, MATTHEWS, Jamie, LOVELESS, Matthew (ed/s); Societies in flux: media, democratisation, and political socialization; Special issue of Interactions: studies in communication & culture, 2017, Vol. 8, No. 2-3;

KUSCHMINDER, Katie; Reintegration strategies: conceptualizing how return migrants reintegrate; London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2017;

MORINI, Marco; Trump & Co: miliardari al potere nella crisi del neoliberismo; Roma: Castelvecchi, 2017;
NARBONE, Luigi, FAVIER, Agnès, COLLOMBIER, Virginie (ed/s); حروب الدّاخل الديناميات المحلّية للنّزاعات في سوريا وليبيا; Florence : European University Institute, 2017; EUI RSCAS, Middle East Directions (MED); (Arabic translation of Inside wars Local dynamics of conflicts in Syria and Libya, 2016)

PARCU, Pier Luigi, MONTI, Giorgio, BOTTA, Marco (ed/s); Abuse of dominance in EU competition law : emerging trends; Northampton : Edward Elgar, 2017;

PRIMO BRAGA, Carlos A., HOEKMAN, Bernard M. (ed/s); Future of the global trade order. 2nd edition; Florence : European University Institute, 2017; Global Governance Programme, IMD, Fundação Dom Cabral (FDC), [Global Economics];

RENTON, James, GIDLEY, Ben (ed/s); Antisemitism and Islamophobia in Europe: a shared story?; London : Palgrave Macmillan, 2017; [Global Governance Programme], [Cultural Pluralism];

RICARD-GUAY, Alexandra, MAROUKIS, Thanos (ed/s); Human trafficking in domestic work : a special case or a learning ground for the anti-trafficking field?; Journal of immigrant and refugee studies, 2017, Vol, 15, No. 2; [Global Governance Programme], [Cultural Pluralism];

ROSSETTO, Nicoliò (ed/s); Design the electricity market(s) of the future; Florence : European University Institute, Robert Schuman Centre for Advanced Studies, 2017; Florence School of Regulation Energy;

ROY, Olivier; Jihad and death: the global appeal of Islamic State; London : Hurst Publishers, 2017;

SHACHAR, Ayelet, BAUBÖCK, Rainer, BLOEMRAAD, Irene, VINK, Maarten Peter (ed/s); The Oxford handbook of citizenship; Oxford : Oxford University Press, 2017, Oxford handbooks;

STRATH, Bo, WAGNER, Peter; European modernity : a global approach; London : Bloomsbury Academic, 2017, Europe’s legacy in the modern world. History collection;

TRIANDAFYLLIDOU, Anna (ed/s); Global governance from regional perspectives : a critical view; Oxford : Oxford University Press, 2017; [Global Governance Programme], [Cultural Pluralism], [European, Transnational and Global Governance];

TRIANDAFYLLIDOU, Anna (ed/s); Multicultural governance in a mobile world; Edinburgh : Edinburgh University Press, 2017; [Global Governance Programme], [Cultural Pluralism];

TRIANDAFYLLIDOU, Anna, MODOOD, Tariq (ed/s); The problem of religious diversity : European challenges, Asian approaches; Edinburgh : Edinburgh University Press, 2017; [Global Governance Programme], [Cultural Pluralism];

VÖSSING, Konstantin; How leaders mobilize workers : social democracy, revolution, and moderate syndicalism; New York : Cambridge University Press, 2017;

WEINAR, Agnieszka (ed/s); Emigration and diaspora policies in the age of mobility; Cham : Springer, 2017. Global migration issues ; 9;

WEINAR, Agnieszka, UNTERREINER, Anne, FARGUES, Philippe (ed/s); Migrant integration between homeland and host society. Volume 1, Where does the country of origin fit?; Cham : Springer, 2017, Global migration issues ; 7; [Migration Policy Centre], [INTERACT];


WIESNER, Claudia, HAAPALA, Taru, PALONEN, Kari; Debates, rhetoric and political action : practices of textual interpretation and analysis; London : Palgrave Macmillan, 2017, Rhetoric, politics and society;

WILMS, Günter; Protecting fundamental values in the European Union through the rule of law : articles 2 and 7 TEU from a legal, historical and comparative angle; Florence : European University Institute, Robert Schuman Centre for Advanced Studies, 2017;

Contributions to Books

ABAZI, Vigjilenca, CURTIN, Deirdre; The European Union security exception: beyond control?; Carol HARLOW, Giacinto DELLA CANANEA and Päivi LEINO (eds), Research handbook on EU administrative law, Cheltenham ; Northampton : Edward Elgar, 2017, Research handbooks in European law series, pp. 188-208;

BANTING, Keith, KYMLICKA, Will; Introduction: the political sources of solidarity in diverse societies; Keith BANTING and Will KYMLICKA (eds), The strains of commitment the political sources of solidarity in diverse societies, Oxford : Oxford University Press, 2017, pp. 1-58;

BAUBÖCK, Rainer; Citizenship and collective identities as political sources of solidarity in the European Union; Keith BANTING and Will KYMLICKA (eds), The strains of commitment : the political sources of solidarity in diverse societies, Oxford : Oxford University Press, 2017, pp. 80-106;

BAUBÖCK, Rainer; Democratic representation in mobile societies; Anna TRIANDAFYLLIDOU (ed.), Multicultural governance in a mobile world, Edinburgh : Edinburgh University Press, 2017, pp. 283-306; [Global Governance Programme], [Cultural Pluralism]; BECK, Sylvain, WEINAR, Agnieszka; Mobile French citizens and la mère-patrie : emigration and diaspora policies in France; Agnieszka WEINAR (ed.), Emigration and diaspora policies in the age of mobility, Cham : Springer, 2017. Global migration issues ; 9, pp. 85-99; [Migration Policy Centre];

BLONDEL, Jean; Measuring and using leadership capital : issues and extension; Mark BENNISTER, Ben WORTHY and Paul ‘t HART (eds), The leadership capital index, Oxford ; New York : Oxford University Press, 2017, pp. 250-262;


BRIGHTMAN, Marc, GROTTI, Vanessa; Indigenous networks and evangelical frontiers : problems with governance and ethics in cases of ‘voluntary isolation’ in contemporary Amazonia; Victoria REYES-GARCÍA and Aili PYHÄLÄ (eds), Hunter-gatherers in a changing world, Cham : Springer, 2017, pp. 177-193;


COLLOMBIER, Virginie; Conclusion; Virginie COLLOMBIER and Olivier ROY (eds), Tribes and global Jihadism, London : Hurst, 2017, pp. 181-186;

COLLOMBIER, Virginie; Sirte’s tribes under the Islamic State : from civil war to global Jihadism; Virginie COLLOMBIER and Olivier ROY (eds), Tribes and global Jihadism, London : Hurst, 2017, pp. 153-180;

COOPER, Ian; Is the early warning mechanism a legal or a political procedure? : three questions and a typology; Anna JONSSON CORNELL and Marco GOLDONI (eds), National and regional parliaments in the EU-legislative procedure post-Lisbon : the impact of the early warning mechanism, Oxford ; London : Hart Publishing, 2017, pp. 17-49;

COSIC, Ajla, DIESTELMEIER, Lea, MAXIM, Alexandru, ANH NGUYEN, Tue, ROSSETTO, Nicolò; Does public ownership provide affordable and reliable electricity to household customers? : case studies of electricity sector reforms in the UK, France, Germany and Italy Massimo FLORIO (ed.), The reform of network industries : evaluating privatisation, regulation and liberalisation in the EU, Cheltenham : Edward Elgar Publishing, 2017, pp. 139-156;

CURTIN, Deirdre; Brexit and the EU area of freedom, security and justice : bespoke bits and pieces; Federico FABBRINI (ed.), The law & politics of Brexit, Oxford ; New York : Oxford University Press, 2017, pp. ...;

CURTIN, Deirdre, FASONE, Cristina; Differentiated representation : is a flexible European Parliament desirable?; Bruno de WITTE, Andrea OTT and Ellen VOS (eds), Between flexibility and disintegration : the trajectory of differentiation in EU law, Cheltenham ; Northampton : Edward Elgar, 2017, pp. 118–145;

CURTIN, Deirdre; Security of the interstice and inter-operable data sharing : a first cut; Sergio CARRERA and Valsamis MITSILEGAS (eds), Constitutionalising the Security Union : effectiveness, rule of law and rights in countering terrorism and crime, Brussels : CEPS, 2017, pp. 65-72;

DEBONO, Daniela; ‘Burning without fire’ in Sweden : the paradox of the state’s attempt to safeguard deportees’ psychosocial wellbeing; Zana VATHI and Russell KING (eds), Return migration and psychosocial wellbeing : discourses, policy-making and outcomes for migrants and their families, Abingdon : New York : Routledge, 2017, Routledge research in race and ethnicity, pp. 129-148;
Articles

ATAK, Kivanc; Encouraging coercive control: militarisation and classical crowd theory in Turkish protest policing; Policing and society: an international journal of research and policy, 2017, Vol. 27, No. 7, pp. 693-711; [COSMOS];

BALTOS, Georgios, VIDAKIS, Ioannis G., BALODIS, Janis; Turkey’s ambitions to emerge as a regional power: example or counter-example for potential aspiring competitors; Academic journal of interdisciplinary studies (AJIS), 2017, Vol. 6, No. 3, pp. 25-32;

BARTOLINI, Laura, GROPAS, Ruby, TRIANDAFYLLIDOU, Anna; Drivers of highly skilled mobility from Southern Europe: escaping the crisis and emancipating oneself; Journal of ethnic and migration studies, 2017, Vol. 43, No. 4, pp. 652-673; [Global Governance Programme], [Cultural Pluralism];

BEE, Cristiano, KAYA, Ayhan; Conventional versus non-conventional political participation in Turkey: dimensions, means, and consequences; Turkish studies, 2017, FirstOnline;

BEE, Cristiano, KAYA, Ayhan; Between practices and demands: ambiguities, controversies and constraints in the emergence of active citizenship in Turkey; Journal of Southeast Europe and Black Sea studies, 2017, Vol. 17, No. 3, pp. 301-324;


BHAGWAT, Pradyumna, RICHSTEIN, Jörn C., CHAPPIN, Emile J. L., IYCHETTIRA, Kaveri K., DE VRIES, Laurens J.; Cross-border effects of capacity mechanisms in interconnected power systems; Utilities policy, 2017, OnlineFirst;

BHAGWAT, Pradyumna, IYCHETTIRA, Kaveri K., RICHSTEIN, Jörn C., CHAPPIN, Emile J. L., DE VRIES, Laurens J.; The effectiveness of capacity markets in the presence of a high portfolio share of renewable energy sources; Utilities policy, 2017, OnlineFirst;

BILGILI, Özge, KUSCHMINDER, Katie, SIEGEL, Melissa; Return migrants’ perceptions of living conditions in Ethiopia: a gendered analysis; Migration studies, 2017, OnlineFirst;

BULFONE, Fabio; Insider job: corporate reforms and power resources in France, Italy and Spain; Socio-economic review, 2017, Vol. 15, No. 2, pp. 435-459;

CADIER, David, SUS, Monika; Think tank involvement in foreign policymaking in the Czech Republic and Poland; The international spectator, 2017, Vol. 52, No. 1, pp. 116-131;

CASSARINO, Jean-Pierre; Approaching borders and frontiers in North Africa; International affairs, 2017, Vol. 93, No. 4, pp. 883-896; [BORDERLANDS];

CHRISTIANSEN, Thomas, MAHER, Richard; The rise of China : challenges and opportunities for the European Union; Asia Europe journal, 2017, Vol. 15, No. 2, pp. 121-131; [Global Governance Programme], [Europe in the World];

COOPER, Ian; A separate parliament for the Eurozone? : differentiated representation, Brexit, and the quandary of exclusion; Parliamentary affairs, 2017, OnlineFirst;

COSTA LOBO, Marina, FERREIRA DA SILVA, Frederico; Prime ministers in the age of austerity : an increase in the personalisation of voting behaviour; West European politics, 2017, OnlineFirst;

CURTIN, Deirdre; ‘Accountable independence’ of the European Central Bank : seeing the logics of transparency; European law journal, 2017, Vol. 23, No. 1-2, pp. 28-44;

CURTIN, Deirdre, LEINO, Päivi; In search of transparency for EU law-making : trilogues on the cusp of dawn; Common market law review, 2017, Vol. 54, No. 6, pp. 1673–1712;

DE PRADO YEPES, Cesar; Towards a substantial EU-Japan partnership; European foreign affairs review, 2017, Vol. 22, No. 4, pp. 435-454;

DEL SARTO, Raffaella A.; Contentious borders in the Middle East and North Africa : context and concepts; International affairs, 2017, Vol. 93, No. 4, pp. 767–787;

DESTRADI, Sandra; Reluctance in international politics : a conceptualization; European journal of international relations, 2017, Vol. 23, No. 2, pp. 315-340; [Global Governance Programme], [Europe in the World];

DRAEGE, Jonas Bergan, CHIRONI, Daniela, DELLA PORTA, Donatella; Social movements within organisations : occupy parties in Italy and Turkey; South European society and politics, 2017, Vol. 22, No. 2, pp. 139-156;

DZANKIC, Jelena, KEIL, Soeren; State-sponsored populism and the rise of populist governance : the case of Montenegro; Journal of Balkan and near Eastern studies, 2017, Vol. 19, No. 4, pp. 403-418; [Global Governance Programme], [GLOBALCIT];

DZANKIC, Jelena; Dimensions of citizenship policy in the post-Yugoslav space : divergent path; Central and East European migration review, 2017, Vol. 6, No. 1, pp. 31-48; [Global Governance Programme], [GLOBALCIT];

ELBASANI, Arolda, TOŠIĆ, Jelena; Localized Islam(s) : interpreting agents, competing narratives, and experiences of faith; Nationalities papers, 2017, OnlineFirst; [RELIGIOWEST];


ELBASANI, Arolda, ROY, Olivier; Governing Islam and religious pluralism in new democracies; Journal of Balkan and Near Eastern studies, 2017, Vol. 19, No. 1, pp. 1-3; [RELIGIOWEST];

ELBASANI, Arolda, ŠELO ŠABIC, Senada; Rule of law, corruption and democratic accountability in the course of EU enlargement; Journal of European public policy, 2017, OnlineFirst;

FAINI, Matteo; Gli strumenti dell’analista : tecniche analitiche e loro criticità; Il mondo dell’intelligence, 2017, OnlineOnly;

FAINI, Matteo; Machiavelli’s passions; The intellectual history review, 2017, Vol. 27, No. 2, pp. 203-221;

FARGUES, Philippe; Mass migration and uprisings in the Arab countries : an analytical framework; Revue international de politique de développement ; International development policy, 2017, Vol. 7.0, OnlineOnly;

FRAILE, Marta, GÓMEZ, Raúl; Why does Alejandro know more about politics than Catalina? : explaining the Latin American gender gap in political knowledge; British journal of political science, 2017, Vol. 47, No. 1, pp. 91-112;


GADE, Tine; Liban : les paradoxes du salafisme djihadiste levantin; Moyen-Orient, 2017, Vol. 33, No. 1, pp. 56-61;

GALLO, Ester, SCRINZI, Francesca; Religione, genere e lavoro di cura : il caso degli uomini migranti in Italia; Religioni e società, 2017, Vol. 32, No. 88, pp. 74-85;
MORINI, Marco; Same-sex marriage and other moral taboos: cultural acceptances, change in American public opinion and the evidence from the opinion polls; *European journal of American studies*, 2017, Vol. 11, No. 3, Doc. 12, OnlineOnly;

NENADIC, Iva, OSTLING, Alina; Public service media in Europe: gender equality policies and the representation of women in decision-making roles; *Comunicazione politica*: quadrimestrale dell’Associazione Italiana di comunicazione politica, 2017, No. 2, pp. 209-232; This work was supported by the European Union through the project for the implementation of the Media Pluralism Monitor in EU28, Montenegro and Turkey, within the Centre for Media Pluralism and Media Freedom (CMPF) at the European University Institute.;


OKYAY, Asli Selin; Turkey’s post-2011 approach to its Syrian border and its implications for domestic politics; *International affairs*, 2017, Vol. 93, No. 4, pp. 829-846; [BORDERLANDS];

PETERS, Floris, VINK, Maarten Peter, SCHMEETS, Hans; Anticipating the citizenship premium: before and after effects of immigrant naturalization on employment; *Journal of ethnic and migration studies*, 2017, OnlineFirst;

POLK, Jonathan, ROVNY, Jan, BAKKER, Ryan, EDWARDS, Erica, HOOGHE, Liesbet, JOLLY, Seth, KOEDAM, Jelly, KOSTELKA, Filip, MARKS, Gary, SCHUMACHER, Gijs, STEENBERGEN, Marco, VACHUDOVA, Milada, ZILOVIC, Marco; Explaining the salience of anti-elitism and reducing political corruption for political parties in Europe with the 2014 Chapel Hill Expert Survey data: Research and politics, 2017, Vol. 4, No. 1, pp. 1-9; The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s European Union Center of Excellence; The European Union’s ERC Advanced Grant on Causes and Consequences of Multilevel Governance (number 249543); The European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme EUENGAGE (number 649281);;

PÉREZ-ARRIAGA, Ignacio J.; New regulatory and business model approaches to achieving universal electricity access; *Papeles de energía*, 2017, No. 3, pp. 37-77;

RICARD-GUAY, Alexandra, MAROUKIS, Thanos; Introduction: human trafficking in domestic work in the EU: a special case or a learning ground for the anti-trafficking field?; *Journal of immigrant and refugee studies*, 2017, Vol. 15, No. 2, pp. 109-121; [Global Governance Programme], [Cultural Pluralism];

ROBALO, Pedro, SCHRAM, Arthur, SONNEMANS, Joep; Other-regarding preferences, in-group bias and political participation: an experiment; *Journal of economic psychology*, 2017, Vol. 62, pp. 130-154;

ROY, Olivier; Religious freedom and diversity in a comparative European perspective; *Journal of Balkan and Near Eastern studies*, 2017, Vol. 19, No. 1, pp. 86-89; [RELIGIOWEST];


SANCHEZ, Gabriella, NAVARRETE, Blanca, LOERA, Fernando, ZAVALA, Fernando; Neither ‘criminals nor ‘illegals’: children and adolescents in the migrant smuggling market on the US-MX border; *Derechos Humanos Integrales en Acción (DHIA)*, Preliminary Report, August 2017, [Migration Policy Centre];

SCHOELLER, Magnus G.; Providing political leadership?: three case studies on Germany’s ambiguous role in the eurozone crisis; *Journal of European public policy*, 2017, Vol. 24, No. 1, pp. 1-20;

SCRINZI, Francesca; Caring for the elderly in the family or in the nation?: gender, women and migrant care labour in the Lega Nord; West European politics, 2017, Vol. 40, No. 4, pp. 869-886; ERC Starting Grant ‘GAPRR’ – Gendering activism in populist radical right parties. A comparative study of women’s and men’s participation in the Northern League (Italy) and the National Front (France); 2010: British Academy small grant, ‘Gendering the study of anti-immigration movements in Europe: women and men activists in the Lega nord party in Italy’; 2010: Adam Smith Research Foundation Seedcorn grant, ‘Women’s associations and representations of gender in the Lega nord party: a study of documentary sources’;

SCRINZI, Francesca; Gender and women in the Front National discourse and policy: from ‘mothers of the nation’ to ‘working mothers’?: New formations, 2017, No. 91, pp. 87-101; ERC Starting Grant ‘GAPRR’ – Gendering activism in populist radical right parties. A comparative study of women’s and men’s participation in the Northern League (Italy) and the National Front (France);
STOJANOV, Robert, BURES, Oldrich, DUZÍ, Barbora; Migration and development policies: the state of affairs before the 2015 European migration crises in the Czech Republic and its current implications; Communist and post-communist studies, 2017, Vol. 50, No. 3, pp. 169-181;

STROM, Steinar, PIAZZALUNGA Daniela, VENTURINI, Alessandra, VILLOSIO, Claudia; Wage assimilation of immigrants and internal migrants: the role of linguistic distance; Regional studies, 2017, OnlineFirst; [Migration Policy Centre];

SUS, Monika; Towards the European Union’s foreign policy 2025: taking stock of the Dahrendorf foresight project; Global policy, 2017, Vol. 8, No. 54, pp. 115-125;

SUZUKI, Akisato; The nationalist interpretation of nuclear deterrence: evidence from the Kargil War International Politics; International Politics, 2017, OnlineFirst; EUI RSCAS, [Global Governance Programme], [Europe in the World];

THOLENS, Simone; Border management in an era of ‘statebuilding lite’: security assistance manifested in Lebanon’s hybrid sovereignty; International affairs, 2017, Vol. 93, No. 4, pp. 865-882; [BORDERLANDS];

TRENZ, Hans-Jörg, TRIANDAFYLLIDOU, Anna; Complex and dynamic integration processes in Europe: intra EU mobility and international migration in times of recession; Journal of ethnic and migration studies, 2017, Vol. 43, No. 4, pp. 546-559; [Global Governance Programme], [Cultural Pluralism];

TRIANDAFYLLIDOU, Anna; A ‘refugee crisis’ unfolding: ‘real’ events and their interpretation in media and political debates; Journal of immigrant & refugee studies, 2017, OnlineFirst; [Global Governance Programme], [Cultural Pluralism];

TRIANDAFYLLIDOU, Anna; Beyond irregular migration governance: zooming in on migrants’ agency; European journal of migration and law, 2017, Vol. 19, No. 1, pp. 1–11; [Global Governance Programme], [Cultural Pluralism];

VENTURINI, Alessandra, VILLOSIO, Claudia; Are migrants an asset in recession?: insights from Italy; Journal of ethnic and migration studies, 2017, OnlineFirst; [Migration Policy Centre];

VIDAKIS, Ioannis, BALTOS, Georgios, BALODIS, Janis; Geopolitics of energy versus geoenery of politics; Social sciences bulletin ; Вестник Социальных Наук, 2017, No. 2 (25), pp. 38-55;

VIGNOLI, Daniele, PIRANI, Elena, VENTURINI, Alessandra; Female migration and native marital stability: insights from Italy; Journal of family and economic issues, 2017, Vol. 38, No. 1, pp. 118-128; [Migration Policy Centre];


ZARAGOZA CRISTIANI, Jonathan; Containing the refugee crisis: how the EU turned the Balkans and Turkey into an EU borderland; The international spectator; Italian journal of international affairs, 2017, Vol. 52, No. 4, pp. 59-75; [BORDERLANDS];

Working Papers

ACHARYA, Amitav; Global governance in a multiplex world; EUI RSCAS, 2017/29, BORDERLANDS, Global Governance Programme-266, Europe in the World;

ACHILLI, Luigi, YASSIN, Nasser, ERDOGAN, M. Murat; Neighbouring host-countries’ policies for Syrian refugees: the cases of Jordan, Lebanon, and Turkey; IEMed Paper, 2017/19, [Migration Policy Centre];

ACOSTA, Diego; Open borders in the nineteenth century: constructing the national, the citizen and the foreigner in South America; EUI RSCAS, 2017/46, Global Governance Programme-282, GLOBALCIT;

APAZA LANYI, Pamela, STEINBACH, Armin; Promoting coherence between PTAs and the WTO through systemic integration; EUI RSCAS, 2017/17, Global Governance Programme-259, Global Economics;
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More about the course | EU Clean Energy Package
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The EU Emission Trading Scheme (ETS) | Fabien Roques
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YouTube channel: 10,030 views, 20,900 minutes watched. 15 new videos.
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Planning and Assessing EU Policies - Practice and Practicability | EP-EUI Roundtable

April 2017
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Middle East Directions Youtube Channel
YouTube channel: 1,330 views, 3,000 minutes watched. 7 new videos.
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  MEDirections “Coffee break”: Political Islam in Egypt and Tunisia today

April 2017
  MEDirections “Coffee break”: Love and politics in Egypt after 2013
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  Democratic Transitions in the Arab World | Ibrahim Elbadawi and Samir Makdisi
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  MEDirections Summer School 2017 | Conflicts in the Middle East: Formulating new responses to crises
  How important is the progression of the PYD in Syria for the civil war? | Patrick Haenni
  What do you mean by the paradoxes of Saudi ‘Religious diplomacy’? | Stéphane Lacroix
  How do you assess the Moroccan monarchy’s reforms after 2001? | Mohamed Masbah

Migration Policy Centre Youtube Channel
YouTube channel: 2,700 views, 13,800 minutes watched. 23 new videos.

March 2017
  Thinking beyond the migration crisis / Interview with Andrew Geddes, MPC Director

June 2017
  The drivers of regional migration governance | Andrew Geddes
  Regional migration governance in Asia | Nicola Piper and Sandra Lavenex
  South America: Irregular migrants, family members and regional citizens | Diego Acosta
  Introducing an analytical framework for regional migration governance in Africa | Benjamin Schraven
  Challenges of regional migration governance | Plenary Session

July 2017
  Introduction: Thinking beyond the crisis: Future governance of migration in Europe | Daniel Gros
  Thinking beyond the crisis: Future governance of migration in Europe | Eugenio Ambrosi
  Thinking beyond the crisis: Future governance of migration in Europe | Theo Francken
  Dynamics of European migration governance: challenges & opportunities for fostering labour mobility
  Socio-economic and demographic dynamics in the Euro-Med region
  Introduction: Labour Migration and Mobility in the Euro-Mediterranean Region | Andrew Geddes
  Labour Migration and Mobility in the Euro-Mediterranean Region | Franco Frattini
  Policy and political dimensions of Euro-Mediterranean migration and mobility
  Socio-demographic dynamics of Euro-Mediterranean relations

September 2017
  Observatory of Public Attitudes to Migration

October 2017
  Three questions on Migration in the Mediterranean region to Amanda Klekowski von Koppenfels
  Three questions on Migration in the Mediterranean region to Eugenio Ambrosi
  Three questions on Migration in the Mediterranean region to Ibrahim Awad
  Three questions on Migration in the Mediterranean region to Theo Francken
  Three questions on Migration in the Mediterranean region to Heather Grabbe

December 2017
  The Drivers of the Brexit Vote: What we know so far | Matthew Goodwin
Livestreaming & Online Seminars

Robert Schuman Centre for Advanced Studies

26 January 2017: How National Referendums Are Challenging the EU
27 January 2017: How National Referendums Are Challenging the EU | Day Two
27 March 2017: ‘Cos’è il dialogo delle Culture?’ Dibattito per ‘G7 in Città’
16 October 2017: The 2017 Austrian Elections and Their Consequences

Migration Policy Centre

20 September 2017: Observatory of Public Attitudes to Migration (OPAM) – Launch Event

Florence School of Regulation

16 January 2017: Interactive online debate: TSO-DSO coordination
24 February 2017: Do mature RES E technologies still need dedicated support towards 2030?
10 March 2017: Public Consultation on Recommendable Updates for Gas CBA
21 March 2017: EU Energy Infrastructure Policy
3 May 2017: Power Transmission System Regulation
9 May 2017: Drawing lessons from the unwieldy reforms of EU-ETS: Combining price and quantity management
23 May 2017: The Baltic Sea Pipelines and EU Law
21 June 2017: EU electricity network codes, looking back and forward
23 June 2017: SMARTNET: Ancillary services from distribution
27 June 2017: Global Carbon Pricing, The Path to Climate Cooperation | Peter Cramton
28 September 2017: Solidarity and Security of gas supply
13 November 2017: Seam issues in electricity market integration the US vs the EU perspective
21 November 2017: Seam issues in electricity market integration, US vs EU | Online debate recording
1 December 2017: EU Clean Energy Package

Florence School of Banking and Finance

18 January 2017: Lost in TLAC
1 March 2017: The Future of CoCos
5 July 2017: To Fail or Not to Fail?
21 September 2017: Ending Too-Big-to-Fail: a Transatlantic Perspective
4 October 2017: Resolution Planning in Practice
10 November 2017: The Future of the Banking Union
27 November 2017: Central Banking in Europe Today: Over-Mighty or Under-Powered?
Podcasts

Robert Schuman Centre for Advanced Studies

(Soundcloud channel: 500 plays & 112 downloads. 30 podcasts published)

Jihad and Death: Book presentation - EUI - Part 1 | Olivier Roy
Jihad and Death: Book presentation - EUI - Part 2 | Olivier Roy
01 Renaud Dehousse & Brigid Laffan | HOW NATIONAL REFERENDUMS ARE CHALLENGING THE EU
02 Richard Rose | How Referendums Can Impact EU Issues
03 Wolfgang Wessels | How Referendums Can Impact EU Issues
04 Hanspeter Kriesi | How Referendums Can Impact EU Issues
05 Swen Hutter | Framing: Engaging Citizens In An EU Referendum
06 Ece Ozlem Atikcan | Campaigning: Engaging Citizens In An EU Referendum
07 Elias Dinas | Greece: National Causes And EU Consequences Of Referendums
08 Zsolt Enyedi | Hungary: National Causes And EU Consequences Of Referendums
09 Alexander Hoogenboom | Netherlands: National Causes And EU Consequences Of Referendums
10 Bobby McDonagh | National Causes And EU Consequences Of Referendums
11 Andreas Auer | Switzerland: National Causes And EU Consequences Of Referendums
12 Richard Rose | UK: National Causes And EU Consequences Of Referendums
13 Corina Stratulat | Discussant - National Causes And EU Consequences Of Referendums
14 Joséphine Vanden Broucke | European Parliament: Consequences For EU Institutions And Policies
15 Pierre Schlosser | EUI: Consequences For EU Institutions And Policies
Mario Monti | Own Resources and the Future of Europe
Vitor Caldeira | Better Regulation the Scrutiny of EU Policies
Corina Cretu | Better Regulation the Scrutiny of EU Policies
Mario Monte | Better Regulation: the Scrutiny of EU Policies
01 Understanding Terrorism in the 21st Century | Richard English
02 The Future of Jihadism in Europe | Thomas Hegghammer
03 Why Do Some Islamist Movements Use Terror Tactics in Europe | Jeff Goodwin
04 Radicalization Processes and Terrorist Involvement Patterns in South Europe | Carola García-Calvo
05 The Counterterrorism Toolbox | Jonathan Evans
06 The New Crime Terror Nexus European Jihadists and their Criminal Pasts | Peter Neumann
07 The Interaction between Counterterrorism & Terrorist Groups | Isabelle Duyvesteyn
08 Counterterrorism and Security Governance The View from NATO | Juliette Bird
09 Counterterrorism Security Governance The View from EUROPOL | Wil van Gemert
Florence School of Regulation
(Soundcloud channel: 8,500 plays & 160 downloads. 35 podcasts published)

Brexit: The Implications for the Internal Energy Market | Deni Mantzari

The Market Abuse Regulation (MAR) | Yasmine Li & Shane Henley

Energy Union Governance | Jean Arnold Vinois

Cybersecurity in the Energy Sector | Annabelle Lee (EPRI)

Rosaria Arancio | REMIT in Italy

Revised Renewable Energy Directive | Christopher Bremme & Thomas Schulz

Missing pillars and roadblocks to the integration of the EU electricity system | Ben Voorhorst

Room for capacity mechanisms in the electricity market design of the future? | Juan Alba Rios

FSR at the Florence Forum 2017 | Jean-Michel Glachant (FSR)

The electricity market design of the future: scarcity prices or capacity mechanisms? | Graham Weale

Consumer participation in decision-making regarding the security of supply | Peter Fraser

Energy regulation in a federal country: the case of California | Chairman Michael Picker (CPUC)

Catalyst of the utilities’ transformation: the case of New York | Scott Weiner

The Electricity Market Design Of The Future | Highlights From Brussels

Reshaping the utilities of the future: which elements for a winning strategy? | Daniele Agostini

Discussion on regional operation of EU power systems | Jens Møller Birkebæk

Cooperation of TSOs at the regional level: the case of Coreso | Jean-Francois Gahungu (Coreso)

The regional approach to the internal energy market: by what means? | Alberto Pototschnig (ACER)

Electrical storage and electric mobility | Joe Perkins (Ofgem)

Smart Meters: the Italian Experiences | Luca Lo Schiavo (AEEGSI)

The Greek Energy Market & Consumer Rights | Antonis Metaxas

Indian Ocean Energy Training | Swetha Bhagwat & Samson Yemane Hadush

The Danish-German Cross-Border Auctions on Solar PV | Dijana Dmitruk

Will Europe need LNG? | Aad Correljé

Ukrainian gas market reforms | Sergio Ascani

World Energy Outlook 2017 | Peter Fraser (IEA)

The role of local energy communities in Europe (Part One) – Josh Roberts (REScoop.eu)

The role of local energy communities in Europe (Part Two) – Andrea Villa (Enel)

Restructuring the electricity industry in emerging countries – Thanawadee Jaem On and Nicha Saiped

Integration of Electricity and Gas Networks | Niko Bosnjak (ONTRAS)

Ukraine’s Independent National Energy Regulator | Olena Pavlenko

The Opal Gas Pipeline | Szymon Zarebska

Ensuring competitiveness and integrity of wholesale energy markets: the regulators’ view

What lessons from the SmartNet Project? | A. Burgess (CEER, OFGEM)

Brexit and the Euratom Treaty | Silke Goldberg
Appendix III
Research Projects, Schools and Programmes active in 2017

Integration, Governance and Democracy

A Centralization of Rulemaking in Europe? The Legal and Political Governance of the Financial Market (Adrienne Héritéur, Uppsala University)

CMPF: Centre for Media Pluralism and Media Freedom (Pier Luigi Parcu, various funding sources)

Actions to enhance information on Freedom of the Media and Media Pluralism in Europe (“Communication Project”), (Pier Luigi Parcu, EC DG CONNECT)

CHARTERCLICK: Don’t knock on the wrong door (Deirdre Curtin, EC DG Justice)

CULTURALBASE: Social Platform on Cultural Heritage and European Identities (Anna Triandafyllidou, EC DG Research)

E-NACT: E-Learning National Active Charter Training (Deirdre Curtin, EC DG Justice)

EUOD: European Union Democracy Observatory (Alexander Trechsel, various funding sources)

JUD-IT: Cross-Border Access to Electronic Data in EU Judicial Cooperation in Criminal Matters (Deirdre Curtin, EC DG Justice)

MIGRANTCHRISTIANITY: Migration, Religion and Work in Comparative Perspective: Evangelical ‘ethnic Churches’ in Southern Europe (Francesca Scrinzi, Marie Skłodowska Curie Fellowship, EC Research Executive Agency)

POLCON— Political Conflict in Europe in the Shadow of the Great Recession (Hans Peter Kriesi, EC European Research Council Advanced Grant)

The comparative political economy of taxation (Philipp Genschel, EUI Research Council)

Willing to pay: testing institutionalist theory with experiments. (Sven Steinmo, EC European Research Council Advanced Grant)

Regulating Markets and Governing Money

Communication Project, (Pier Luigi Parcu, EC DG CONNECT)

ENTRANCE 2017 + ENTRANCE 2018: European Networking and Training for National Competition Enforcers (Pier Luigi Parcu, EC DG COMP)

Exploratory Research on Impact Investing Strategies to foster social policy innovation (Miguel Maduro, EC DG JRC)

Florence School of Banking and Finance (Elena Carletti, Ente CRF and others)

Florence School of Regulation: Communications & Media (Pier Luigi Parcu, various funding sources)

Florence School of Regulation: Energy & Climate (Jean-Michel Glachant, various funding sources)

Florence School of Regulation: Transport (Jean-Michel Glachant/Matthias Finger, various funding sources)

Florence School of Regulation: Water (Jean-Michel Glachant/Stéphane Saussier, various funding sources)

FutureGas (Jean-Michel Glachant, Innovation Fund Denmark)

JUSECON: Legal Rights and the Political Economy of Debt and Austerity in Europe (Margot Salomon, Marie Skłodowska Curie Fellowship, EC Research Executive Agency)

INNOPATHS - Innovation pathways, strategies and policies for the Low-Carbon Transition in Europe (Jean-Michel Glachant/Xavier Labandeira, EC Research Executive Agency)

International Natural Gas Regulation and Tariff Design (Jean-Michel Glachant – PT Perusahaan Gas Negara, Indonesia)

LIFE SIDE- Supporting the Implementation and Development of the EU ETS (Jean-Michel Glachant/Xavier Labandeira, EC EASME)

Loyola de Palacio Chair in EU Energy Policy. (Jean-Michel Glachant, Various funding sources)

MPM - Assessing the Risk for Media Pluralism in EU and Beyond: application of the Media Pluralism Monitor tool (MPM 4) in 30 European countries (Pier Luigi Parcu, Pier Luigi Parcu, EC DG CONNECT)

Organisation of three Seminars for National Judges specialised in Electronic Communications Law for years 2018, 2019 and 2020 (Pier Luigi Parcu, EC DG CONNECT)

Pierre Werner Chair Programme on Monetary Union (Ramon Marimon, Luxembourg Government)
Preliminary assessment of the challenges and opportunities for the Ukrainian gas market to become a fully functioning gas market (Jean-Michel Glachant, EC DG Energy)

PROMOTiON: Progress on Meshed HVDC Offshore Transmission Networks (Jean-Michel Glachant, EC REA)

Seminars for national judges specialized in electronic communications law 2015/2016 (Pier Luigi Parcu, EC DG CONNECT)

SMARTNET: Smart TSO-DSO interaction schemes, market architectures and ICT solutions for the integration of ancillary services from demand side management and distributed generation (Jean-Michel Glachant, EC REA)

The memory of financial crises (Youssef Cassis, EUI Research Council)

Tommaso Padoa Schioppa Chair in European Economic and Monetary Integration (Richard Portes/ Jean Pisani-Ferry, Various funding sources)

Research on “Moving closer rather than drifting apart: challenges to economic integration at the global and European level” Challenges to integrated markets for goods and services (Bernard Hoekman, Matteo Fiorini, ECFIN)

Study on “The EU Market Access Strategy: Does it Reach its Main Goals” (Bernard Hoekman, Matteo Fiorini, European Parliament)

Studies on “New Governance Frameworks for International Regulatory Cooperation” (Bernard Hoekman, The Centre for International Governance Innovation)

Study on “What policies should govern trade between the UK and developing countries? What is the evidence base? What are the research gaps?” (Bernard Hoekman, University of Sussex/DFID)

21st Century World Politics and Europe

AP-AT: The Anti-Politics of Anti-Trafficking: A comparative study of anti-trafficking policy and practice in Benin and Italy (Neil Howard, Marie Skłodowska Curie Fellowship, EC Research Executive Agency)

Arab Christians Facing Political Transitions (George Fahmi, Asfari Foundation)

BORDERLANDS - Borderlands: Expanding Boundaries, Governance, and Power in the European Union’s Relations with North Africa and the Middle East (Raffaella del Sarto, EC - European Research Council Starting Grant)

DemandAT - Addressing demand in anti-trafficking efforts and policies (Anna Triandafyllidou, EC DG Research)

Destination or in Transit? Decision making factors of Syrian and Nigerian migrants in Italy (Katie Kuschminder, Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research)

Developing a Knowledge Base on Migration to the GCC States (Philippe Fargues, Federal Department of Foreign Affairs – Swiss Confederation)

EMIGRE: European Emigration Governance: Emigration and diaspora policies and discourses in the post-crisis era (Agnieszka Weiner, Marie Skłodowska Curie Fellowship, EC Research Executive Agency)

ETEM V: External Thematic Expertise on Migration (Andrew Geddes, International Organization for Migration)

EUBORDERCARE: Intimate Encounters in EU Borderlands: Migrant Maternity, Sovereignty and the politics of Care on Europe’s Peripheries (Vanessa Grotti, E European Research Council Starting Grant)

‘Factual analysis of Member States Investors’ Schemes granting citizenship or residence to third-country nationals investing in the said Member State (Jelena Dzankic, EC DG JUST)

Fertility of Qatari and Other GCC Nationals in a Context of High Dependency on Foreign Labour: An Innovative Approach for Policy Making on Family Building (Philippe Fargues, Qatar National Research Fund, Qatar University)

Global Citizenship Law (Liav Orgad, EC - European Research Council Starting Grant)

GGP: Global Governance Programme (Brigid Laffan, various funding sources)

Global trends and diffusion processes in citizenship policies (Rainer Bauböck, EUI Research Council)

GLOBALSTAT – Globalisation Database (Gaby Umbach, European Parliament and other funding sources)

HYRES: Hybrid path ways to resistance in the Islamic world (Virginie Collombier, Research Council of Norway)

Libyan Societal Dialogue (Virginie Collombier, German Foreign Office)

MAPS: Migrants And People Smugglers (Luigi Achilli, Marie Skłodowska Curie Fellowship, EC Research Executive Agency)

MEDAM: Economic Perspectives on EU Asylum and Immigration Policies (Andrew Geddes, Stiftung Mercator)

MENARA: Middle East and North Africa Regional Architecture (Oliver Roy, EC REA)

MED: MiddleEastDirections programme (Olivier Roy/Luigi Narbone, various funding sources)

MIGPROSP: Prospects for International Migration Governance (Andrew Geddes, EC European Research Council Advanced Grant)
MPC: Migration Policy Centre (Andrew Geddes, various funding sources)

PASTRES: Pastoralism, Uncertainty and Resilience: Global Lessons from the Margins (Michele Nori, European Research Council)

Rural migration in Tunisia drivers and patterns of rural youth migration and its impact on food security and rural livelihoods in Tunisia – RuMiT (Andrew Geddes, FAO- Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations)

Study on Italy as a first arrival country (Andrew Geddes, EC DG HOME)

Study on the Human Rights Aspects of Migrants’ Integration Policies (Sergio Carrera, Council of Europe)

The History of EC Foreign Relations, 1957-1992 (Ulrich Krotz, Federico Romero, EUI Research Council) OK (writing up phase, funding phase was already over)

The Social Life of the Reception Regime from the Point of View of Irregular Migrants’ Human Rights: A Comparative Study of Malta and Italy (Daniela DeBono, Marie Curie COFAS Fellowship, Malmö University)

TRA_MED: Patterns of Pastoral Migrations in the Mediterranean Region (Michele Nori, Marie Skłodowska Curie Fellowship, EC Research Executive Agency)

Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (Bernhard Hoekman, EUI Research Council)

WESTSTRAT: Western Strategies in East Asia (Hugo Meijer, Marie Skłodowska Curie Fellowship, EC Research Executive Agency)

On my own: Protection challenges for unaccompanied and separated children in Jordan, Lebanon and Greece (Luigi Achilli, INTERSOS)

Combating Negative Perceptions and Rhetoric on Migration in the Europe through Promoting Evidence-Based Dialogue (Andrew Geddes, International Organization for Migration)

Developing a Reintegration Package for Ethiopian Returnees (Katie Kuschminder, Alexandra Ricard-Guay, International Labour Organisation)
Appendix IV

Events

35 Workshops
24 Conferences
1 High Level Policy Seminar
10 Seminars
16 Schuman Centre’s Series Seminar
9 Europe in the World Research Series Seminar
3 Lectures
7 Working Groups

Workshops & Conferences

13 January
Workshop: Competition and Regulatory Aspects of Electric Vehicles Charging
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Energy / Ilaria Bellacci

20 January
Workshop: The EU Charter in the Everyday Activity of the National Data Protection Authorities: Experiences, Problems, Perspectives
Programme/Organiser: Madalina Moraru

23 January
Workshop: A European Single Market for Road Transport? From Patchwork to a Well-Functioning and Socially Fair EU Road Transport Market
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Transport / Matthias Finger

26 January
Workshop: How National Referendums are Challenging the EU
Programme/Organiser: Global Governance Programme

23 - 24 February
Workshop: The Scrutiny of EU Policies
Programme/Organiser: Robert Schuman Centre

03 March
Workshop: Competition Policy and E-Commerce After the EU Commission Sector Inquiry: What Comes Next?
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Communications & Media / Pier Luigi Parcu

24 March
Workshop: Florence School of Regulation Policy Workshop: Cybersecurity in the Energy Sector
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Energy / Jean-Michel Glachant

24 - 25 March
Conference: Florence School of Regulation – Communications & Media, Centre for Media Pluralism and Media Freedom, ENTRAANCE Annual Scientific Seminar on the Economics, Law and Policy of Communications and MEdia
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Communications & Media / Pier Luigi Parcu

30 March
Workshop: The Impact of Brexit on the UK and European Energy Markets
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Energy / Leigh Hancher

03 April
Conference: Non-Universal Franchise? Eligibility and Access to Voting Rights in Transnational Contexts
Programme/Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Rainer Bauboeck
03 - 04 April
Workshop: 2nd and 3rd LIFE SIDE workshop:
3 April: Driving Low Carbon Investment and Innovation in the EU ETS
4 April: EU ETS and its Interaction with other Climate and Energy Policies
Programme/Organiser: LIFESIDE / Xavier Labandeira

06 - 08 April
Workshop: Smuggling Workshop in El Paso
Programme/Organiser: Migration Policy Centre / Andrew Geddes

20 April
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Energy / Anne Marie Kehoe

27 April
Conference: The Changing Geography of Finance and Regulation in Europe
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Elena Carletti

28 April
Conference: EUI-nomics 2017
Programme/Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Massimiliano Marcellino

02 May
Workshop: Critical Heritages (CoHERE): Performing and Representing Identities in Europe
Programme/Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Ayhan Kaya

05 May
Conference: Executive Symposium - EU Maritime Transport Policy
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Transport / Nadia Bert

11 May
Workshop: Florence School Check-up of the Existing EU Frame for Power Transmission System Regulation: Missing Pillars and Blocking Stones
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Energy / Nicolò Rossetto

18 May – 19 May
Conference: Migration, Rights and Citizenship: Coming Full Circle in a Challenging Environment
Programme/Organiser: Co-organised with Maastricht University

18 - 19 May
Workshop: EU International Cultural Relations: A Strategic Approach
Programme/Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Anna Triandafyllidou and Tamas Szucs

18 - 20 May
Conference: Rejected Europe. Beloved Europe. Cleavage Europe?
Programme/Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Gary Marks / Liesbeth Hooghe

19 May
Workshop: The End of the Long-Term Contracts Era: Which Consequences for the EU Gas Market?
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Energy / Ilaria Bellacci

22 May
Workshop: 14th Florence Rail Forum
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Transport / Matthias Finger

24 - 26 May
Conference: Comparative Political Economy Taxation
Programme/Organiser: Laura Seelkopf

24 - 27 May
Conference: Postal Conference 2017
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Communications & Media / Pier Luigi Parcu

05 - 06 June
Workshop: Dimension of Migration to, from and in Central Asia
Programme/Organiser: Migration Policy Centre / Nodira Kholmatova

08 - 09 June
Conference: Time-varying Models for Monetary Policy and Financial Stability
Programme/Organiser: Pierre Werner Chair / Massimiliano Marcellino
14 - 15 June
Conference: Global Governance Programme WTO Case Law
Programme/Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Bernard Hoekman / Chad Bown

15 June
Workshop: Competition in Passenger Railways in Europe
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Transport / Matthias Finger

16 June
Conference: Terrorism and European Security Governance
Programme/Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Andreas Gofas

16 June
Conference: Florence School of Regulation 6th Conference on the Regulation of Infrastructures: Regulatory Challenges for Smart Cities
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Transport / Nadia Bert

17 June
Conference: Executive Symposium on European Regulation of Airport Charges
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Transport / Nadia Bert

22 June
Workshop: Florence School of Regulation - RTE Executive Seminar: EU Power System Operation and Solidarity
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Energy / Jean-Michel Glachant

23 June
Conference: The Jean Monnet Fellowship Programme @ 25 Alumni Conference
Programme/Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Brigid Laffan

29 - 30 June
Workshop: Europeanization Revisited
Programme/Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Frank Schimmelfennig

29 - 30 June
Conference: Florence School of Regulation – Communications & Media Advisory Council and Annual Conference
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Communications & Media / Pier Luigi Parcu

03 - 05 July
Conference: MEDirections Annual Conference - Beyond Borders and States: The New Actors of the Globalised Middle East
Programme/Organiser: Luigi Narbone

04 - 05 July
Workshop: Florence School of Regulation Young Researcher Seminar
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Energy / Mara Radulescu / Nicolò Rossetto

05 - 07 July
Workshop: Joint Master in Economics and Management of Network Industries Annual Conference
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Energy / Yannick Perrez

10 - 11 July
Workshop: Natural Gas Market and Regulation in Indonesia: Lessons from International Experiences
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Energy / Mara Radulescu

14 - 16 September
Conference: European Trade Study Group (ETSG 2017) 19th Annual Conference
Programme/Organiser: Robert Schuman Centre / Bernard Hoekman / Giorgia Giovannetti

20 September
Conference: Observatory of Public Attitudes to Migration (OPAM) Launch
Programme/Organiser: Migration Policy Centre / Andrew Geddes

25 - 26 September
Workshop: Carbon Market Workshop
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Energy / Simone Borghesi

12 - 13 October
Conference: Europe in the Archives, Europe in the Future
Programme/Organiser: Robert Schuman Centre / Brigid Laffan / EUI Archives / The Academic Association for Contemporary European Studies

20 - 21 October
Conference: Second ENTraNCE Annual Conference: Anti-Trust and Anti-Globalisation
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Communications & Media / Pier Luigi Parcu
10 November
Conference: The Application of the Media Pluralism Monitor (MPM2017) in 31 Countries
Programme/Organiser: Centre for Media Pluralism and Media Freedom / Pier Luigi Parcu

13 - 14 November
Workshop: Transnational Governance?
Programme/Organiser: School of Transnational Governance / Philipp Genschel / Bernard Hoekman

14 - 15 November
Workshop: Contractual Arrangements and Business Models for a Liquid and Flexible Global LNG Market
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Energy / Ilaria Conti

21 November
Workshop: Regulatory Gaps for a Future Proof Interaction of Electricity and Gas Networks
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Energy / Maria Olczac

23 - 24 November
Workshop: From Justice and Home Affairs to Security Union - Europe’s Silver Jubilee?
Programme/Organiser: Deirdre Curtin

24 November
Workshop: Public Intervention in the Energy Transition: A Legal and Economic Perspective on State Aid Policy
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Energy / Leigh Hancher

24 - 25 November
Workshop: 15th Florence Rail Forum - Financing Railway Infrastructure
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Transport / Matthias Finger

27 - 28 November
Workshop: Varieties of Citizenship in a Globalised World
Programme/Organiser: Rainer Bauböck, Jo Shaw, Maarten Vink, Liav Orgad, Jelena Dzankic

30 November – 1 December
Conference: Memory of Financial Crisis
Programme/Organiser: Youssef Cassis

30 November – 1 December
Conference: Florence School of Regulation Climate Annual Conference 2017
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Energy / Simone Borghesi

30 November - 1 December
Workshop: Blockchain Workshop
Programme/Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Primavera De Filippi / Liav Orgad

11 - 12 December
Workshop: Florence School of Regulation - Indonesia Gas Regulatory Summit
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Energy / Ilaria Conti

14 - 15 December
Workshop: (Un)Making Lives at the Border: Precarity, Mobility and Permanence in the Mediterranean Migration Encounter
Programme/Organiser: EU BORDER CARE / Vanessa Grotti

Advisory Councils

18 January
Advisory Council: “Lost in TLAC” online seminar
Programme/Organiser: Migration Policy Centre

02 February
Advisory Council: Florence School of Regulation Workshop: Challenges For EU Regulators in the Age of Decarbonisation and Digitalization
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Energy / Ilaria Bellacci / Ilaria Conti

24 - 25 April
Advisory Council: Florence School of Regulation Advisory Council & Policy Advisory Council
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Energy / Ilaria Bellacci

29 - 30 June
Advisory Council: Executive Seminar and Advisory Council Meeting - Florence School of Banking and Finance
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Elena Carletti

26 July
Advisory Council: EU - Asia Forum
Programme/Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Bernard Hoekman / Hosuk Lee-Makiyama from European Centre for International Political Economy

26 September
Advisory Council: EU in Brussels event | Europe’s Union in Transition: Coping with Change and Diversity
Programme/Organiser: Migration Policy Centre / Brigid Laffan

29 September
Advisory Council: Florence School of Regulation Athens Conference on European Energy Law
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Energy / Anne Marie Kehoe / Hellenic Energy Regulation Institute

29 September
Advisory Council: Germany After the Election: Which Implications for Europe?
Programme/Organiser: Robert Schuman Centre / Brigid Laffan

27 October
Advisory Council: Florence School of Regulation Regulatory Policy Workshop: Demand Participation in Electricity Markets and Demand Response: Regulatory Framework and Business Models
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Energy / Jean-Michel Glachant

06 - 07 November
Advisory Council: Florence School of Regulation Policy Advisory Council
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Energy / Ilaria Bellacci

10 November
Advisory Council: Florence School of Regulation Training: EU State Aid and the Energy Sector
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Energy / Anne Marie Kehoe

Roundtables

31 May
Roundtable: EP - EUI History Roundtable: The Political Theory of and Economic Background to Economic and Monetary Union – 25 Years After the Signature of the Maastricht Treaty
Programme/Organiser: Robert Schuman Centre / Wilhelm Lehmann / Gaby Umbach

20 June
Roundtable: Thinking Beyond the Crisis: Future of Migration Governance
Programme/Organiser: Migration Policy Centre / Andrew Geddes

10 October
Roundtable: Roundtable on the Catalan Referendum Crisis
Programme/Organiser: Robert Schuman Centre / Rainer Bauböck

23 October
Roundtable: Roundtable on Austrian Elections
Programme/Organiser: Robert Schuman Centre / Rainer Bauböck / Brigid Laffan

06 December
Roundtable: Policy Dialogue: The Day After IS Military Defeat
Programme/Organiser: Middle East Directions / Olivier Roy

Fora

04 May
Forum: 5th Vienna Forum on European Energy Law
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Energy / Leigh Hancher

15 May
Forum: 9th Florence Air Forum - The Single European Sky Performance Scheme
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Transport / Matthias Finger
Meetings

18 - 20 March
Meeting: First Dialogue Meeting of the Project / Libyan Societal Dialogue — Rebuilding the Social Contract in Libya
Programme/Organiser: Luigi Narbone

04 - 05 May
Meeting: European Commission’s Joint Research Centre visit at the Migration Policy Centre
Programme/Organiser: Migration Policy Centre / Andrew Geddes

13 - 14 May
Meeting: Second Dialogue Meeting of the Libyan Societal Dialogue Project
Programme/Organiser: Middle East Directions / Luigi Narbone

22 May
Meeting: Technical Meeting of the Observatory on Public Attitudes to Migration
Programme/Organiser: Migration Policy Centre / Andrew Geddes

13 - 14 July
Meeting: Research Meeting of the Libyan Societal Dialogue Project
Programme/Organiser: Middle East Directions / Virginie Collombier

15 - 21 September
Meeting: 3rd Dialogue Meeting of the Libyan Societal Dialogue Project
Programme/Organiser: NOREF / Virginie Collombier

21 - 23 October
Meeting: 4th Dialogue Meeting of the Libyan Societal Dialogue Project
Programme/Organiser: NOREF / Virginie Collombier

26 October
Meeting: Horizon 2020 meeting
Programme/Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Brigid Laffan

04 December
Meeting: E-NACT Steering Committee
Programme/Organiser: Deidre Curtin / Federica Casarosa

15 December
Meeting: Horizon 2020 Meeting
Programme/Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Anna Triandafyllidou

16 - 18 December
Meeting: 5th Dialogue Meeting
Programme/Organiser: NOREF / Virginie Collombier

18 December
Meeting: Migration Policy Centre Horizon 2020 Application meeting
Programme/Organiser: Migration Policy Centre / Andrew Geddes

Seminars

18 May
Seminar: Future Grid Managers Programme - Closing Seminar
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Energy / Jean-Michel Glachant

19 May
High Level Policy Seminar: MPC-IAI event on migration in the Mediterranean
Programme/Organiser: Migration Policy Centre / Andrew Geddes

07 June
Programme/Organiser: Robert Schuman Centre

28 September
Seminar: Lunch Seminar with Prof. Ken Endo: Whither the EU-US-Asia Triangle? The Politics of Norm in the Age of Developed Countries’ Risk
Programme/Organiser: Brigid Laffan

24 October
Seminar: Pastres Luncheon Seminar
Programme/Organiser: Global Governance programme / Anna Triandafyllidou

24 October
Seminar: Conversations for the Future of Europe
Programme/Organiser: Robert Schuman Centre / Philippe van Parijs / Brigid Laffan

26 - 27 October
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Energy / Leigh Hancher

31 October
Seminar: Conversations for the Future of Europe
Programme/Organiser: Robert Schuman Centre / Philippe van Parijs / Brigid Laffan

07 November
Seminar: Conversations for the Future of Europe
Programme/Organiser: Robert Schuman Centre / Philippe van Parijs / Brigid Laffan

14 November
Seminar: Conversations for the Future of Europe
Programme/Organiser: Robert Schuman Centre / Philippe van Parijs / Brigid Laffan

21 November
Seminar: Conversations for the Future of Europe
Programme/Organiser: Contributions Migration Policy Centre / Philippe van Parijs / Brigid Laffan

Schuman Centre’s Series Seminar

11 January
Political Margins and Powers: Local, Regional and Global Perspectives
Tine Gade, Hybrid Pathways to Resistance in the Islamic World: Lebanon and Iraq Stefano Marcuzzi, EU, NATO and the Mediterranean: Current Issues and Future Steps in the War on ISIS
Chair: Olivier Roy

25 January
Book presentation: The European Council, Palgrave, 2015
Wolfgang Wessels, Jean Monnet Chair, Centre for Turkey and European Union Studies, University of Cologne

8 February
On the Move: Aid, People, Bombs and Secrets in the Global Era
Matteo Faini (MWF), Can You Keep a Secret? Intelligence Cooperation in the Transatlantic Community
Andreas Gofas (JMF), The Origins of Transnational Terrorist Waves
Mauro Lanati (MWF), On the Link Between Foreign Aid and Migration
Chair: Ulrich Krotz

22 February
The Best of Both Worlds? Logics of Action and the Customization of EU Food Safety Directives.
Speaker: Eva Thomann, Visiting Fellow, SPS Department

8 March
Trade Policy, International Cooperation and Regulatory Practices
Robert Basedow (MWF), International Regulatory Cooperation and the Future of Multilateralism
Anirudh Shingal, Causes and Effects of Discrimination in the Award of Government Contracts: Evidence from India
Gary Winslett, Conceptualizing Political Opposition to Trade
Chair: Bernard Hoekman

22 March
Civil War and the Contemporary States System
Speaker: James Fearon (Stanford University)
Chair: Laura Seelkopf

5 April
How to Design a Parliament for the Eurozone
Speaker: Ian Cooper
Discussant: Thomas Beukers
Chair: Brigid Laffan

26 April
Trade Agreements, Regulatory Sovereignty and Democratic Legitimacy  
Speaker: Bernard Hoekman  
Discussant: Philipp Genschel  

10 May  
Book Presentation: Antisemitism and Islamophobia in Europe: A Shared Story?  
Speaker: James Renton  
Discussant: Olivier Roy  

24 May  
Mass Politics and Taxing the Rich  
Speaker: Kenneth F. Scheve (Stanford University)  

4 October  
Perilous Populism - When Pollsters are Wrong and Lobbyists Win  
Speaker: David Levine  
Chair: Philipp Genschel  

25 October  
Reflections on Identity from European and Asian Perspectives  
Jasper Chalcraft, Heritage Conflict Zone: Contesting Cultural Rights, Making Minorities  
Naoko Hosokawa, National and Regional Identities in Media Discourse: An empirical analysis of contemporary perceptions of ‘Asia’ and ‘Europe’  
Chair: Anna Triandafyllidou  

15 November  
Religiosity and State-Society Relations in a Comparative Perspective: Europe and the Middle East  
Tine Gade, Hybrid Pathways to Resistance in the Islamic World: A study of Islamist Groups in Lebanon and Iraq  
Jamil Mouawad, How “Strong” Can “Weak” States Be: State-Society Relations in Lebanon  
Leila Seurat, The contemporary Hajj in France: A Mirror of State-Religion Relations  
Chair: Olivier Roy  

22 November  
A Europe in Flux: Populism, Perspectives and Perceptions  
Matthew Loveless, Politicizing Perceptions: The Power of Parties, Elites and Mass Media in Shaping Citizens’ Support for the EU  
Timothy Oliver, Europe’s Britain: European views of Britain’s role in Europe  
Chair: Brigid Laffan  

6 December  
Why are Managerial Women Less Happy than Managerial Men?  
Speaker: Hilke Brockmann  
Chair: David Levine  

Europe in the World Research Seminar Series  

19 January  

16 February  
Marta Musso, Hunting Grounds for Their Monopoly: France, Italy and the State Oilmen  

22 February  
Giovanni Faleg, The EU’s Common Security and Defence Policy: A Learning Organisation  

16 March  
Stefano Marcuzzi, The EU and the Fight against Terrorism: Towards an Integration of Internal and External Security Management?  

27 April  
Akisato Suzuki, Citizens, Leaders, and War  

6 October  
Introduction: International Relations, International Security, and World Politics  

19 October  
Marina Henke, Constructing Cooperation: A Social-Institutional Theory of Multilateral Military Coalition-Building
30 November
Ioanna Hadjiyianni, *The EU as a Global Regulatory Power in the Area of Environmental Protection*

14 December
Europe in the World Research Seminar and Max Weber Master Class with Prof. Odd Arne Westad, *The Cold War: A World History*

### Lectures

26 January
Gender, Informal Institutions and Corruption: The UK Parliamentary Expenses Scandal
Programme/Organiser: Willing to Pay? / Sven Steinmo

28 September
The Yves Mény Annual Lecture
Andrew Geddes: The Drivers of Migration Governance
Programme/Organiser: Brigid Laffan

27 November
Patrick Honohan: Central Banking in Europe today: Over-mighty or Under-powered?
Programme/Organiser: Banking and Finance / Fabio Canova / Elena Carletti

### Working Groups

31 January
Migration Working Group Session – Practices and Discourses of ‘Welcome’ of Undocumented Migrants/Refugees

28 February
Migration Working Group Session – Transit Migration and the Politics of Search and Rescue

28 March
Migration Working Group Session – EU Policies

27 April
Migration Working Group Session – Integration and Migration Diplomacy

30 May
Migration Working Group Session – Transnationalism

24 October
Migration Working Group Session – Navigating Asylum and Migration Systems

28 November
Migration Working Group Session – Migration and Labour Markets
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38  Training courses (incl. Executive Training Seminars and Summer Schools)

02 - 04 February
Training Course: ENTrANCE Judges Residential Training
Programme/Organiser: ENTRANCE 2017 – Pier Luigi Parcu

16 - 18 February
Training Course: Florence School of Regulation – Communications & Media Annual Training | Block 3
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Communications & Media / Pier Luigi Parcu

16 - 17 February
Training Course: Training Course on Legal Aspects of Liquidity
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Fabio Canova

20 - 22 February
Training Course: Services and Global Value Chains for Sustainable Development
Programme/Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Giorgia Giovannetti

06 - 10 March
Training Course: Florence School of Regulation – Council of European Energy Regulators Joint Training Course: Introduction to Fundamentals of Energy Regulation
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Energy / Jean-Michel Glachant

08 - 10 March
Training Course: Training Course on Macroprudential Policy
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Eleni Carletti / Fabio Canova

16 - 18 March
Training Course: ENTrANCE Annual Training on Competition Law and Economics
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Communications & Media / Pier Luigi Parcu

20 - 24 March
Training Course: Florence School of Regulation Specialised Training on the Regulation of Gas Markets
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Energy / Jean-Michel Glachant

21 - 23 March
Training Course: Training Course on Measuring Systemic Risk
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Fabio Canova

06 - 08 April
Training Course: Florence School of Regulation – Communications & Media Annual Training | Block 4
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Communications & Media / Pier Luigi Parcu

19 - 20 April
Training Course: Training Course on Empirical Methods to Evaluate Financial Regulation
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Elena Carletti

10 - 12 May
Training Course: Florence School of Regulation Training Course: Regulation and Integration of Renewable Energy
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Energy / Jean-Michel Glachant

25 - 27 May
Training Course: Florence School of Regulation Summer School Law
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Energy / Leigh Hancher

30 - 01 June
Training Course: Global Governance Programme Executive Training Seminar: Rules of Origin in International Trade
Programme/Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Stefano Inama / Bernard Hoekman
05 - 09 June
Training Course: Florence School of Regulation Annual Training on Regulation of Energy Utilities
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Energy / Ignacio Perez Arriaga - Jean-Michel Glachant

05 - 09 June
Summer School: Centre for Media Pluralism and Media Freedom Summer School
Programme/Organiser: Centre for Media Pluralism and Media Freedom / Pier Luigi Parcu

07 June
Training Course: Advances in the Computational Methods for Models with Occasionally Binding Constraints
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Fabio Canova

08 - 10 June
Training Course: ENTrANCE Annual Training 2016/2017 Fourth Residential Block in Florence Competition Policy and State Intervention in the Market
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Communications & Media / Pier Luigi Parcu

12 - 14 June
Training Course: Global Governance Programme Executive Training Seminar: National Tax Regimes and International Trade Agreements: What Role for WTO and EU Rules?
Programme/Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Bernard Hoekman / Chad Bown

19 - 21 June
Training Course: Global Governance Programme Executive Training Seminar: Global Risk Analysis and Europe’s Changing Security Environment
Programme/Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Ulrich Krotz / Masha Hedberg

19 - 21 June
Training Course: Global Governance Programme Executive Training Seminar: UNCTAD Training
Programme/Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Bernard Hoekman / Stefano Inama

26 - 30 June
Summer School: Florence School of Regulation Summer School on Regulation of Energy Utilities
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Energy / Carlos Battle

26 June - 07 July
Summer School: XIIIth Migration Summer School: Thinking Beyond the Crisis
Programme/Organiser: Migration Policy Centre / Andrew Geddes

05 - 08 July
Summer School: MEDirections - School of Transnational Governance Summer School - Conflicts in the Middle East: Formulating New Responses to Crises
Programme/Organiser: Luigi Narbone

29 - 31 August
Training Course: Global Governance Programme Executive Training Seminar: ITC Training (Geneva)
Programme/Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Bernard Hoekman

07 - 09 September
Training Course: ENTrANCE for Judges - Final workshop
Programme/Organiser: ENTRANCE 2017 – Pier Luigi Parcu / Marco Botta

07 - 08 September
Training Course: Early Warning Systems
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Fabio Canova

13 - 16 September
Training Course: FCP Annual Training | Block 1
Programme/Organiser: Migration Policy Centre / Silvia Solidoro

02 - 06 October
Training Course: Florence School of Regulation Annual Training on the Regulation of Energy Utilities 2017-18 | Block 1
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Energy / Jean-Michel Glachant

02 - 06 October
Training Course: Florence School of Regulation Annual Training on the Regulation of Energy Utilities 2017-18 | Block 1
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Energy / Jean-Michel Glachant

09 - 11 October
Training Course: Bank Regulation and Systemic Risk
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Banking and Finance / Fabio Canova
09 - 13 October
Training Course: Florence School of Regulation – Communications & Media Training 2017-18 | Block 1 on Competition and Regulation in the Electronic Communications
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Communications & Media / Pier Luigi Parcu

22 - 25 November
Training Course: The Law, Economics and Practice of EU Banking Resolution
Programme/Organiser: School of Transnational Governance / Elena Carletti / Fabio Canova

27 - 28 November
Executive Training Seminar: Executive Course to Master Electricity Markets
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Energy / Jean-Michel Glachant

04 - 19 December
Training Course: European Tariff Calculation, Accounting Unbundling and Network Access Rules and Codes Training Course (Perusahaan Gas Negara)
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Energy / Sergio Ascari

11 - 13 December
Executive Training Seminar: China Prospects after the 19th Communist Party Congress: Envisioning Multiple Scenarios
Programme/Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Giorgia Giovannetti / Giovanni Andornino

13 - 15 December
Executive Training Seminar: The Resilience of Russia Global Outreach: Challenges and Opportunities
Programme/Organiser: Global Governance Programme / Giorgia Giovannetti / Giovanni Andornino

14 - 16 December
Training Course: Florence Competition Programme: Unilateral Conduct
Programme/Organiser: Florence School of Regulation – Communications & Media / Pier Luigi Parcu
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16 March
Lecture: Ursula Hirschmann lecture by Professor Nancy Fraser
Programme/Organiser: Robert Schuman Centre, Department of History and Civilization / Laura Downs

19 – 20 May
Conference: Reason in Practice. Kantian perspectives on ethics, law and politics
Programme/Organiser: Robert Schuman Centre / Department of Law / Academy of European Law

18 May
Workshop: Responsive vs Responsible? Party Democracy in Times of Crisis
Programme/Organiser: Robert Schuman Centre, Department of Social and Political Science / Dorothee Bohle, Johannes Karremans, Zoe Lefkofridi (University of Salzburg)

7 June
Workshop: 1967 – 2017: Nationalism and its discontent in Israel/Palestine
Programme/Organiser: Robert Schuman Centre, Department of History and Civilization, Department of Social and Political Science / Raffaella Del Sarto, Chaim Gans (Tel Aviv University), Ilan Pappé (University of Exeter)

10 – 12 September
Workshop: Annual Graduate Conference on the History of European Integration
Programme/Organiser: Robert Schuman Centre, Department of History and Civilization, Alcide De Gasperi’s Research Centre, Historical Archives of the European Union / Mechthild Herzog (University of Luxembourg), Emmanuel Mourlon-Druol (University of Glasgow), Federico Romero

26 September
Workshop: EUI in Brussels | ‘Europe’s Union in Transition: Coping with Change and Diversity, House of European History, Brussels
Programme/Organiser: Robert Schuman Centre, Communications Service

5 – 7 October
Workshop: The Peripheries of the European Revolutionary Process(es), 1917-23
Programme/Organiser: Robert Schuman Centre, Department of History and Civilization / Jan Rybak, Arturo Zoffmann Rodriguez

26 October
Workshop: Colonialism and education in a comparative perspective. Analysing gendered civilizing missions (ca. 1850-1970)
Programme/Organiser: Robert Schuman Centre, Department of History and Civilization / Elise van Nederveen Meerkerk (Utrecht University), Daniëlle Teeuwen (Wageningen University), Kirsten Kamphuis
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People

Faculty

Full-Time Professors

CASSIS Yousef, Joint Chair (with History Department) in Economic History
CURTIN Deirdre, Joint Chair (with Law Department) in European Law
GEDDES Andrew, Robert Schuman Chair, Director of the Migration Policy Centre (from September 2017)
GENSCHEL Philipp, Joint Chair (with SPS Department) in European Public Policy
HOEKMAN Bernard, Robert Schuman Chair, Director of the Global Governance Programme research area ‘Global Economics’
KROTZ Ulrich, Joint Chair (with SPS Department) in International Relations
LAFFAN Brigid, Director of the Robert Schuman Centre and of the Global Governance Programme
LEVINE David, Joint Chair (with Economics Department) in Economics
MARIMON Ramon, Joint Chair (with Economics Department) in Macroeconomics and Pierre Werner Chair
POIARES PESSOA MADURO Luis, Robert Schuman Centre Professor, European Law (until August 2017)
ROY Olivier, Joint Chair (with SPS Department) in Mediterranean Studies (until August 2017)
STEINMO Sven, Professor, Director of ‘Willing to Pay’ Project (until August 2017)
TRIANDAFYLLIDOU Anna, Robert Schuman Chair, Director of the Global Governance Programme research area ‘Cultural Diversity’

Part-Time Professors

ANDORNINO Giovanni Battista, Global Governance Programme, research area ‘Global Economics’ (from December 2017)
BICCHI Federica, Global Governance Programme (from September 2017)
BORGHESI Simone, Florence School of Regulation, Climate (from September 2017)
CAMBINI Carlo, Florence School of Regulation, Communications & Media Area
CANOVA Fabio, Florence School of Banking and Finance
CARLETTI Elena, Florence School of Banking and Finance
CARRERA NUNEZ Sergio, Migration Policy Centre
CHRISTIANSEN Thomas, Global Governance Programme, research area ‘European Transnational & Global Governance’
CRAMTON Peter
DE WITTE Bruno, EUDO
DEL SARTO Raffaella, BORDERLANDS project
FARGUES Philippe
FINGER Matthias, Florence School of Regulation, Transport area
GEDDES Andrew, Robert Schuman Chair, Director of the Migration Policy Centre (until August 2017)
GIOVANNETTI Giorgia, Global Governance Programme
GLACHANT Jean-Michel, Robert Schuman Chair, Director of Florence School of Regulation and of the Loyola de Palacio Energy Policy Programme
GROTTI Vanessa, EU BorderCare project
HANCHER Leigh, Florence School of Regulation, Energy Law and Policy
HERITIER Adrienne (from April 2017)
LABANDEIRA Xavier, Florence School of Regulation, Climate (until August 2017)
MARCELLINO Massimiliano, Robert Schuman Centre Pierre Werner Chair
MEEUS Leonardo, Florence School of Regulation, Energy
ORGAD Liav, Global Citizenship Governance
PARCU Pier Luigi, Centre for Media Pluralism & Media Freedom, Florence School of Regulation, Communications & Media Area
PEREZ ARRIAGA Jose, Florence School of Regulation, Energy
PISANI-FERRY Jean, Tommaso Padoa Schioppa Chair (from October 2017)
PORTES Richard, Tommaso Padoa Schioppa Chair (until August 2017)
RANCI Pippo, Florence School of Regulation, Energy
RECCHI Ettore, Migration Policy Centre
ROY Olivier, Joint Chair (with SPS Department) in Mediterranean Studies (from September 2017)
SAUSSIER Stéphane, Florence School of Regulation, Water Regulation (from April 2017)
VENTURINI Alessandra, Migration Policy Centre

Emeritus Professor

BLONDEL Jean

Senior Fellows

NARBONE Luigi
PONZANO Paolo

Research Fellows

ACHILLI Luigi, Marie Curie Fellow
ANDRIGHETTO Giulia, Willing to Pay
BOTTA Marco, Florence School of Regulation, Communications and Media
BROGI Elda, Centre for Media Pluralism & Media Freedom
BRUMAT Leiza, Migration Policy Centre
CASAROSA Federica, Centre for Judicial Cooperation
COLLOMBIER Virginie, Middle East Directions
D’ATTOMA John, Willing to Pay
DENNISON James, Migration Policy Centre
DINES Nicholas, Global Governance Programme
DI BARTOLOMEO Anna, Migration Policy Centre
DZANKIC Jelena, EUDO
FAHMI Georges, Middle East Directions
FAVIER Agnes, Middle East Directions
HADJ ABDOU Leila, Migration Policy Centre
HOXHAJ Rezart, Migration Policy Centre
KEYAERTS Nico, Florence School of Regulation, Energy
KUSCHMINDER Katherine, NWO Rubicon Grant
LANATI Mauro, Migration Policy Centre
MAHER Richard, Global Governance Programme
MARCANTONINI Claudio, Florence School of Regulation, Climate
MEDDEB Hamza, MENARA
MORARU Madalina, Centre for Judicial Cooperation
NORI Michele, Marie Curie Fellow
SALOMON Margot, Marie Curie Fellow
SANCHEZ Gabriella, Migration Policy Centre
SCHRAM Arthur
SCRINZI Francesca, Marie Curie Fellow
VERDE Stefano, Florence School of Regulation, Climate
WEINAR Agnieszka, Marie Curie Fellow
ZUCCOTTI Carolina, Migration Policy Centre

Research/Project Assistants with at least a half-time contract

ACHILLI Luigi, Migration Policy Centre
ALLOISIO Isabella, Florence School of Regulation, Climate
BACCHI Alessia, Migration Policy Centre
BAMIEH Omar, Global Governance Programme
BARSOUM Fiona, Middle East Directions
BASTOS Felipe, Centre for Judicial Cooperation
BELLACCI Ilaria, Florence School of Regulation, Energy
BERNARDO Daniela, Florence School of Regulation, Energy
BERT Nadia, Florence School of Regulation, Transport
BHAGWAT Pradyumna, Florence School of Regulation, Energy
BHAGWAT Swetha, Florence School of Regulation, Energy
BOFFA Mauro, Global Governance Programme
BOUCHARD Kathryn, Florence School of Regulation, Transport
BROGUIERA DE SOUSA Jao, Pierre Werner Chair
CANESTRINI Chiara, Florence School of Regulation, Energy
CICCHI Lorenzo, Robert Schuman Centre
CONTI Ilaria, Florence School of Regulation, Energy
CORNET Catherine, Middle East Directions
CROUCH Graeme, Global Governance Programme
DABROWSKI Jessica, Florence School of Regulation, Energy
D’ATTOMA John, Willing to Pay
DI MAURO Danilo, Global Governance Programme
DOWNS Charles, Robert Schuman Centre Web Unit
DUDEK Jerzy, Florence School of Regulation, Energy Law
FIORINI Matteo, Global Governance Programme
GIAMBERINI Giorgio, Robert Schuman Centre
GINSBORG Lisa, Centre for Media Pluralism & Media Freedom
GIUNTINI Lorenzo, Centre for Media Pluralism & Media Freedom
GORI Paula, Florence School of Regulation, Communications and Media
GUIDI Caterina, Global Governance Programme
IGLIOZZI Roberta, Robert Schuman Centre Web Unit
ISAAKYAN Irina, Global Governance Programme
KALANTARYAN Sona, Migration Policy Centre
KARIDI Maria, Centre for Media Pluralism & Media Freedom
KEHOE Anne Marie, Florence School of Regulation, Energy Law
Jean Monnet Fellows

Jean Monnet Fellows 2016/17

BEUKERS Thomas, Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs, The Future of EMU: Constitutional and Legal Challenges

COOPER Ian, EUI, The Representation of Parliaments in the European Union

GOFAS Andreas, Panteion University, The Origins of Transnational Terrorist Waves

HEUPELS Monika, University of Bamberg, Western Democracies and Extraterritorial Human Rights Violations

KAYA Ayhan, Istanbul Bilgi University, De-Europeization of Turkish Asylum and Migration Policies: The unfolding of the Syrian Refugee Crisis

PILUSO Giandomenico, University of Siena, Central Banking, International Cooperation and Europe: A Structure of Policy for Stability and Integration (1920-1975)

RENTON James, Edge Hill University, The European Idea of the Middle East and the Question of Power in the 21st Century

SHINGAL Anirudh, University of Bern, Causes and Effects of Discrimination in the Award of Government Contracts: Evidence from India

STEINBACH Armin, Max Planck Institute for Research on Collective Goods, Enhancing Economic Policy Coordination within the Existing EU Legal Framework: Exploring Incentive-Based and Insurance-Type Coordination Mechanisms

SUS Monika Ewa, Hertie School of Governance, Inventors and Gatekeepers: EU Member States and the EEAS. How to Explain the Ambiguity and Find a Model for Cooperation?

Jean Monnet Fellows 2017/18

CALLAGHAN Helen, Max Planck Institute Cologne, Stock Market Demutualization and the Political Dynamics of Capitalist Development

CATANZARITI Mariavittoria, Roma Tre University, The Juridification of Information in European Law: A Historical and Comparative Analysis

CHALCRAFT Jasper, University of Sussex, Heritages of Dissent: How Migrants and Minorities Negotiate Europe’s Plural Pasts

GALLI Francesca, University of Maastricht, Law Enforcement, Data Retention and EU Constitutional Principles: Reinventing a Common Framework

KLEINE Mareike, London School of Economics, Historical Narratives of Victimhood and International Cooperation

LOVELESS Matthew, Centre for Research and Social Progress, Politicizing Perceptions: The Power of Parties, Elites and Mass Media in Shaping Citizens’ Support for the EU


Max Weber Fellows

Max Weber Fellows 2016/17

BASEDOW Johann Robert, London School of Economics, International regulatory cooperation and the future of multilateralism

CALÒ Silvia, EUI, Fiscal Devolution and International Macroeconomics in the EU

FAINI Matteo, New America Foundation, Can You Keep a Secret? Intelligence Cooperation in the Transatlantic Community

GADE Tine, University of Oslo, Minorization and Political Leadership: Exploring the Causes of the Crisis of Middle Eastern Sunnism

LANATI Mauro (self-employed), *On the Link between Foreign Aid and Migration*

LEMIERE Sophie, EUI, *Politics in a Grey Zone: Complicit Militancy in Malaysia and Tunisia*

MARCUZZI Stefano, University of Oxford, *EU-NATO Relations in the Mediterranean Evolution and Future Steps*

SEELKOPF Laura, University of Bremen, *The Political Economy of Foreign Aid Allocation: Arguments and Applications,*

WINSLLETT Gary, Boston College, *Regulatory Trade Barriers in Goods*

**Max Weber Fellows 2017/18**

GADE Tine, EUI, *Hybrid Pathways to Resistance in the Islamic World: A Study of Islamist Groups in Lebanon and Iraq*

GERRAND Vivian, Victoria University, *The Role of Image-Making in the Prevention of Violent Extremism in the Twenty-First Century*


MARKWICA Robin, Oxford University, *When Rivals Fight*

MOUAWAD Jamil, Institut Français du Proche-Orient (IFPO), *State - Society Relations in So-called ‘Weak States’*

OLIVER Timothy, London School of Economics, *Europe’s Britain: European Views of Britain’s Role in Europe*

PAPADIA Andrea, London School of Economics, *The Structure of Fiscal Systems and Public Policy*

SEELKOPF Laura, EUI, *The Comparative Political Economy of Taxation: Policy Reform, Revenue Generation, and Redistribution*

SEURAT Leila, Institut de Recherche et d’Etudes sur le Monde Arabe et Musulman (IREMAM), *The Hajj in France: Religiosity and Citizenship Among Young Salafi Pilgrims*

SOUSA da CUNHA Joao Rafael, London School of Economics, *The Implications of Financial Regulation*

STEINBACH Armin, EUI, *Policy Coordination in Future EMU*

STOJANOV Robert, Charles University and Mendel University in Brno, *Current Migration to Europe and Climate Change Impacts: Why Some People Move and Others Don’t?*

YILDIRIM Aydin Baris, University of Antwerp, *Domestic Politics of International Cooperation: Untangling Firms’ Impact on Global Rules and Standards*

**Marie Skłodowska - Curie Fellows (and similar)**

ACHILLI Luigi, MAPS – *Migrants and People Smugglers: A Comparative Study on Smuggling Networks in the Eastern Mediterranean and the Central American Corridors*, from September 2017 (currently based at San Diego University)

DEBONO Daniela, *The Social Life of the ‘Reception Regime’ from the point of view of Irregular Migrants’ Human Rights: A Comparative Study of Malta and Italy* (with an Outgoing International Postdoc Fellowship of the Swedish Research Council)

KUSCHMINDER Katie, *Destination or in Transit? Decision Making Factors of Syrian and Nigerian Migrants in Italy* (with a Rubicon grant from the Dutch organization for Scientific Research)

MEIJER Hugo, WESTRAT - *Western Strategies in East Asia: The Reconfiguration of US, British and French Security Policies in the ‘Pacific Century’*

NORI Michele, *Patterns of Pastoral Migrations in the Mediterranean Region* (until October 2017)


SCRINZI Francesca, *Migration, Religion and Work in Comparative Perspective: Evangelical ‘Ethnic’ Churches’ in Southern Europe*

WEINAR Agnieszka, *European Emigration Governance: Emigration and Diaspora Policies and Discourses in the Post-Crisis Era* (until October 2017)

**EU and EP Fellows**


Robert Schuman Fellows

HOOGHE Liesbeth, University of North Caroline at Chapel Hill (Global Governance Programme)
LABANDEIRA Xavier, University of Vigo
MARKS Gary, University of North Caroline at Chapel Hill (Global Governance Programme)
SCHIMMELFENNIG Frank, ETH Zürich (Global Governance Programme)
VAN PARIS Philippe, Catholic University of Louvain (Global Governance Programme)
WEBBER Douglas, INSEAD (Global Governance Programme)

Visiting Fellows

ANNICCHINO Pasquale, EUI
BARDI Luciano, University of Pisa
BEBAWI Saba, University of Technology Sydney
BORGES Danielle, Rio de Janeiro Law School of Getulio Vargas Foundation
BOUSSAGUET Laurie, University of Rouen and Science Po Paris
BRESSANELLI Edoardo, King’s College London
BRIGHTMAN Marc, University College London
CICCHI Lorenzo, University of Pisa
CONNOLLY Sara, University of East Anglia
DE FEO Alfredo, European Parliament
DINES Nick, Middlesex University
DUMBROVSKY Tomas, Yale Law School and Charles University
FAVIER Agnes, independent researcher
DE FILIPPI Primavera, CERSA / CNRS / Université de Paris
ENDERLEIN Henrik, Hertie School of Governace / Jacques Delors Institute, Berlin
GARDNER Anthony, former US ambassador to the EU
GARZIA Diego, EUI
GIOVANNETTI Giorgia, University of Florence
GRESKOVITS Bela, Central European University
HEDBERG Masha, EUI
HOFMANN Herwig, University of Luxembourg
IANNIELLO SALICIETI Alessandro, European Commission
INAMA Stefano, UNCTAD
JAEGGER William, Oregon State University
KAISER Bianca, Istanbul Kemerburgaz University
HUSSEIN Kassim, University of East Anglia
KIM Hyungyul, Sookmyung Women's University
KNEEBONE Susan, Melbourne Law School
LEHMANN Wilhelm, European Parliament
MARGIOTTA Costanza, University of Padua
MARZINOTTO Benedetta, Bruegel and University of Udine
MAVROIDIS Petros, Columbia Law School
MCCALL Cathal, Queen’s University Belfast
MONTERO Juan José, Universidad Nacional de Educación
MUSSO Marta, European Oil and Gas Archives Network
CÉU PINTO ARENA Maria Pinho Ferreira, University of Minho
PONZANO Paolo, European Commission (RSC Senior Fellow)
RENTON James, EUI
ROSE Richard, University of Aberdeen
SZULECKI Kacper, University of Oslo
UMBACH Gaby, EUI and European Parliament
VAN HELTEN Jean-Jacques, Bank of Montreal
VINK Maarten, University of Maastricht
WIESNER Claudia, Philipps-University Marburg
ZANGL Bernhard, Ludwig-Maximilians University Munich

Administrative Staff

Academic Administrator:
GOEI Mei Lan

Executive Coordinator:
LINSENMANN Ingo

Project Managers:
CAU Elena
DI BARTOLOMEO Donato
HRISTOVA Ilina
MAZZETTI Claudio

Administrative Coordinator:
BECK Sarah
SAUGMAN Mia (ad interim)

Communication Specialist:
TORTA Elena

Webmaster:
OTTAVIANO Simone

Multimedia Specialist:
LANGTHORNE Matthew

Graphic Designer:
GIAMBERINI Giorgio

Administrative Assistants:
BERNSTEIN Sarah
BETTIN Valentina
BOURSIER Aurélie
BURBRIDGE Ciara
CALDINI Alessandra
CAVALLARI Monique
ELIA Francesca
HILTROP Julia
LANFRANCHI Angelika
LYON Christine
MUSINA Patrizia
PARIMBELLI Elena
SAUGMAN Mia
SPAGNOLI Elisabetta
ST JOHN Sarah

Trainees:
PISANO Adelaide
RAGULYTE Justina
RALAISON Naïs

The Robert Schuman Centre also benefitted from the (on-site) services of the financial officers from the Budget and Financial Affairs Service; one computing site-officer and one trainee from ICT Service; and porters from the Real Estate and Facilities Service.